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PlnaHEf- read «:his instruction booklet to ms-irre proper 

hindilng -of your new gvm, ?*nd then save the booklet, 

tor future-Ferenc*. 

f Always turn the power off before in 
selling or removing the Game Pak from 
your Nintendo Entertainment System. 

2 This is a -precision game. It 

should not be stored in places that are 
very hot or cold- Never hit or drop it. 
Do not take it apart. 

Sr I Avoid touching the connectors, and 
do not get them wet or dirty. Doing so 
may damage the game. 

f Do not dean with benzene, paint thin¬ 
ner. alcohol or other such solvents. 
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Wiirhlngc DO N-Dl US£ WITH FRONT QH REAR PROJECTION TV - Do not use a fnMtur r*ar projection television 
With your Nintendo Entertainment Sys-temW JNElJ and NE/S games, Vour pfOjiKtlon tflflvipwi screen may tie |»rm?- 
r-^ntly damaged tf video 9AIH6 Atifln^ry scenes or potter te are played on your projection television, Similar 

may occur if you place a video -r^mi? on- Field or pause. If you US* your projection tt&vistoft With NTS 
5^01^ Nintendo will not be lia&Ie for any damage. This siluaLifr* is not caused hy a defect in Ifcfr NES or NFS 
games: other fixed or repetitive images may cause similar wdrvsage TO a projection television. Please contact 
yoyr TV -manufacturer for Turner information. 

Advisory! RE AO HfcFQfiE USING TOUR NEWUPEfl N£S A very small gWITiOfl of the population may e.-jserle^e 
epileptic seizures when- viewfg certain kinds of flashing lights Or patterns lhat ar* commonly preaeni ia Ouf dn. ly 
eiWiroiMFflhts These persons- may experience ujiiurea while enMchJng some kinds of lolcvision piLtores or pl aying 
certain Videogames. Player^ who have not had any previous sebUfteS 'may fWfie the less h.iie .in undetected e^:lep1ic 
condition, Wn cuqncrst that you c«KUlt your physician if y&u have ar*epileptic condition or if yvu experierxe any of 
Che following symptoms while ftfdyiiifl video gamos: -altered vision,, musde cwishing, other inraluhUfy movem*ntj. 
loss of awwnw* of your swroundiriQS, mental confusion audi’or convutefflins. 
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Omptftffl: Free h n ce Ar(i st, 

Ciimefighte-r 

jflAf/i /f£J,' PoSieSsei agility,, 

strength, speed, endurance, and reac¬ 

tion dme superior tc any Olympic athlete. 

" 

Ki?f MM: The Vision 

Adventurer 

,'11! li ft 5 ■;: Synthezoic who mi imics virtual 

ty alt organic functions of a human being, 

Possesses great stre ngth, with reflexes and 

reaction time twice that of a man. 

^56.' jVq’fte.' Anthony E d wa rd 

"Tony" Stark 

Oc ttlpt fiH: In uentor, Industrie 11 st, 

Akiiiiiei: His armor magnifies his 

Strength to super human levels. He is a 

gen ius responsible for many inventions 



]t's a challenge fit for the Avengers! Iron Men and the synthezoid 

Vision—captives of the evil Red Skull. Can Captain America and 

Hawkeye set them free? To do it, they must overcome a host of 

terrifying foes like a flying beast cloned from a savage piranha or 

Fire Man, who can attack in the form of a fireball. They'll leap 

deadly pools of acid water and shatter barriers with their super 

weapons. And when all that's done, there will be more danger to 

face—and more invincible foes. 

Sometimes you fight as Captain America, using your shield in inge¬ 

nious ways, or battle as Hawkeye and ravage the enemy with your 

arrows. The choice is yours. Either way, if you don't hurry, it's 

death for iron Man and Vision, unless the Avengers prevail! 
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Control Pad: Moves your character in the direction you point. 

A Button; Jump 

B Button; Attack 

Start Button; Change/Return Screen 

Select Button: Pause 

Accept the challenge to rescue your fellow SUPER HEROES, here's 

how to get started on your adventure. 

* Pi-ess the START BUTTON when you see the title screen to proceed. 

* Press the CONTROL PAD up and down to select 3 one-player 

game or Battle Mode, for a two-player confrontation. 

* in a one-piayer game, you may select between being either 

Captain America or Hawkeye. When the MAP SCREEN comes up. 

between the stages of the game, you can choose between Captain 

America and Hawkeye when they are in different cities. Hit the A 

BUTTON when the SUPER HERO you want to be is blinking 

H is for Hawkeye, A is *or Captain America. 

* Cycle through the available cities by moving the CONTROL PAD left 

or right, then hit START or the A BUTTON for your selection. 

* If the two SUPER HEROES are in the same city, you can switch between 

them mid-level. Start to take yog to the CHANGE/RETURN screen. 

Once there select "change"1 then choose the hero you want to be. 

K&tfi-: If your h-eroei are in different cities, you can switch between them by seleclittg 
'Return1' on the- CHANGE.1 RE TURN Screen. This will tats yoj back to the map screen where you 

can pick the other hero, or choose another city- 

■ Change SUPER HEROES in mid-game by selecting return on the 

CHANGE/RETURN, hit the A BUTTON to get to the map, then select 

your new SUPER HERO. 

* In a two-piayer game. Player One can select between Captain 

America and Hawkeye, and Player Two can select among Wizard, 



Ultron or Crossbone* at the BATTLE MOPE screen. Just move the 

CONTROL PAD to the SUPER! HERO or SUPER-VILLAIN you want to 

be„ then press SELECT. 

* Press START BUTTON to begin play. 

* Press START BUTTON to move past any dialog screens you don't 

wish to read, 

Note' In a two-player game, whoever wins three out of five battles is the winner, 

As you pursue your quest; with The Wasp tracking your you must 

progress through the cities of America on the MAP SCREEN, the 

choices you make will result in different sequences or outcomes for 

freeing your SUPER HERO friends. Iron Man and Vision. 

Naturally, youJll need to take every advantage to boost your might. 

If you're on your toes, you'll be able to locate a variety of items 

ceaied in nut-shaped pods that you tan crack open with Cap's 

shield. Hawkeye's arrow, or a punch or kick. Once the pod opens, 

the power item falls to the ground where you can retrieve it. 

Hint; Keep on hitting the pod and there might be additional items 

to help you on your quest, Pick them up and power up! 

Power Stones—collect ton for a power boost, and see the life 
points indicators in the upper left of the screen increase. 
Collect 100 Power Stones twice, and Captain America's shield 
becomes doubly fatal, flying in the direction of his throw, 
returning, them flying in the other direction, devastating the 
enemy on its way. 

With 200 Power Stones, Hawkeye's arrows explode on impact. Keep track 
of your life points by checking the Change/Return screen, where these 
points are displayed. Just hit START at any point on a level to do this. 



One Up item 
Number of times 
player can continue 
increase 5, by one. 

Rescue Item 
ypydl find one of 
these if one of your 
SUPER HEROES has 
been captured. Grab 

the helmet to release the captive? 

£ n e rg y—re plefl 1 5 h CS 
a player's life points, 
When you're injured 
by one Of the SUPER¬ 
VILLAINS, your SUPER 

HERO will flash. While he's flash- 
can't be- bit- if you continue 

to get injured, the number 
points in the upper left of your 
screen wih quickly reduce, if you're 
in real jeopardy your last life 
indicator will flash, slowly or,—if 
you're in big trouble—real fast. 
Grab some life energy in a hurry 
and your vitality will be restored- 

Want to know where you stand? At any time in the game just hit 

START to get to the CHANGE/RETURN screen, where your power and 

life points are displayed, along with the points you've scored. 

Key Crystals—key crystals are hidden in 
one spot on each stage of the game, Find 
it and you're ready to move up to the next 
stage. An enit sign flashes once you scoop 
up that jewel, So just head for the exit. 

Five-Point Items 

youJll find these scattered throughout each stage of the game 
Pick them up and add to your score. 



Fighting as Captain America, you can throw your shield to the feft 

or right. You can also use your shield to avoid traps and keep from 

falling into water or soaring acid. To do this, you must first do a 

spinning jump by hitting the A BUTTON, then, on descent, move the 

CONTROL PAD down. Your shield will position itself under your 

SUPER HERO to protect him from hazards. 

See the Index of Moves to learn how you can hide under water, 

jump, punch, kick, tackle, and—depending on which SUPER. HERO or 

villain you are—fling your shield, fly, shoot arrows, throw disks or 

fire deadly beams. 

Moving platforms may appear at any time—anywhere. They can be solid 

they can break in two and dump you off, or they can give you a tempo¬ 

rary lift. Beware though, they tan disappear as quickly as they appear. 
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Some of the hazards your SUPER HERO encounters can he 
turned off by activating a switch. Just punch the switch, shoot 
it with arrows or hit it with Cap's shield- 

; ,-j s tv ■o £? j\ i i a s k 

Foremost among strategies is to collect the power stones and increase 

your life points and attack power. 

Youll need to take control of the rotating gun turrets. You can change 

the direction of their fire by punching or shooting them. 

The impact of a shot makes the turret spin, and it ends up 

pointing in a different direction —possibly at you! Watch 

out—those things can be extremely DANGEROUS and fatal! 



If you think that Mandarin is the only adversary you'll fa 

again! The coast won't be deaf for victory until you immobilize 

each of the following threats! 

■DJ rJ 3 

He's super strong, and he can 

appear at any time. 

This ultra-powerful robot soldier 
fires a high-power missile. 

He zooms in from a different 
dimension without warning! 

This biological 
megaheast 
grew from the 
cloned cells of 
a deadly piran¬ 

ha. Beware— 

he can fly! 

He hangs in wait, and 
when you approach, 
he radiates plasma, 
Watch your step— 
while that killer plas¬ 
ma flows, he's invul¬ 

nerable to attack, 

| 

This clone 
prowls the 
jungle with 
his giant 
machine gun. 
Don't be 

deceived by 
his unassum¬ 
ing name— this guy's deadly!! 



HeJs a tllicf'boss whose specialty is 
a sliding tackle. He throws incendi¬ 
ary grefiadEs and cart even attack 
you in the form of a fireball, in 
this state he's invincible. 

Another mid-boss, his black suit 
mokes him indestructible. He 
throws oil drums gnd -fires a 
powerful beam. The trick to 
defeating him is to sllOOt the oil 
drum while it's m his hands. The 
blast destroys his super-suit. 

Wiist 4 Mtn difin Uifnn Ctossbanas 



Homing Jtitnpet 

The name says it all f 

Bfsek Holes 

You must defeats given numbcf 
of enemies to emerge from the 
checkerboard black hole area. 
This appears between levels 
when the warring "Red Alert11 
fleshes, and it means instant 
danger, captivity or worse. 
Fight your way out. or youll be 
depending on your &LJPER HERO 
friend to free you. 

BsttUts 

Proceed with caution when 
encountering a radioactive barri¬ 
er. They're powerful enough to 
kill anyone who touches them. 
Some barriers are switch-ope rat¬ 
ed, Just use a barrier-cl earing 
switch to turn them off. 

Barriers 

You'll encounter water and pools 

of acid, The acid—which hubhles 
with toxic chemicals—will inflict 
terrible bums. Your enemies die 
instantly when they fall into the 
acid, except for Flying Man. 

the fits 

A player dies instantly if he falls into the flames. 



—Check your score by hitting the START BUTTON at any time dur¬ 

ing a ieveL The scoreboard appears, end you see your life and 

power points, plus the points you've racked up from power items 

you've collected from the pods or by devastating the enemy, 

— You can continue pEay up to nine times by collecting enough 

one-ups 

If you get nailed by one of the super-villainsr and donJt have any 

continues ieft a screen will appear, telling you how many points you 

earned during your quest, and how many continues you have left. 

Once you become familiar with Captain America and Hawkeye's 

moves, you'll be able to do anything from ducking under water to 

eaping down from an overhang. Be aware though, many of 

Captain America's and Hawkeye's moves can also be used by the 

su per-viliains. 

Here are some useful tips to help you maneuver through the game: 

* Captain America can crouch down when you move the CONTROL PAD down. 
■ when Cap's shield is in mid-air, he tan disc- punch by pressing the B BUTTON. 



* To achieve a crouching punch move the CONTROL PAD down, and press the 
E BUTTON, 

* Throw your shield by pressing the E BUTTON while standing up, 

* To jump, press the A BUTTON. The height oF the jump depends on how 

long the button is held, 

* tiimp to the left or right by moving the CONTROL PAD in the direction of 
the jump while pressing the A BUTTON. 

* A shield jump is easy—jump high enough to spim and on the way down, 
press the CONTROL PAD down for a crushing attack. 

* Here's an effective trick—throw a devastating kick while in mid air by 
pressing the A BUTTON to make Captain America jump (using the CONTROL 
PAD if you want him to jump left or right), then hit the B BUTTON while he's up, 

* Make Captain America throw a tackle by pressing the CONTROL PAD twice 

in the direction of the tackle, 

* When you encounter water, you can hide beneath tt by simply pressing the 
CONTROL PAD down, 

* To jump from a platform down to the floor, move the CONTROL FAD down 
and press the A BUTTON. 

* Cap can hang from an, overhead pipe by jumping up ta it and releasing ail 

24 

controls on the pad. 

* When the danger has passed., dismount from your hanging position by 

moving the CONTROL PAD down and in the direction you need to go 

or by jumpinq up. 

■ Enter a door by moving the CONTROL PAD upward while standing in front 
of it. The screen will change as you enter. 
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i 
* Most of the moves you learned as Captain America will also apply to- 

Hawke ye. 

■ He can shoot an arrow straight up if. by holding the CONTROL PAD UP and 
pressing the B BUTTON, 

* Hawkeye's arrow can be shot in a horizontal iine by pressing the CONTROL 
PAD in the chosen direction and by pressing the 6 BUTTON, 

■ He can oniy shoot one arrow at a time. 
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* Hawkeye can shoot diagonally upward if you 
press up and right or left, and then hit the 
B BUTTON, 

* Hawk eye can shoot from a crouch 
position, by pressing the CONTROL PAD 
down and by pressing the B BUTTON, 

* Hawkeye can punch using the same moves as 
Captain America, but curdy when his arrows are 
flying. He's full of tricks—he tarr even shoot 
arrows during a jump as follows; 

* Press the A BUTTON, then do a jumping 

horizontal shot while he's off the ground 

by pressing the B ESUTTON- 
He'Ji shoot in the direction hers facing. 
Change the direction using the CONTROL PAD. 

■ 

* Do a jumping diagonal shot with a press of 
the B BUTTON while in mid-air, and moving the 
CONTROL PAD up and left or up and right, 

■ Hawkey a Can shoot Straight up while airborne by 
doing the same, and moving the CONTROL PAD up 

AM of these shots only work when no other 
arrows are in the air. 
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* Cross bo net is a fleet runner. Just press the CONTROL PAD twice in the 
direction you want him to go. 

■ His crouching move works the same as the others, but you can make him 
jump simply by moving the CONTROL PAD upward. 

f Make him throw a punch by pressing the B BUTTON—and holding it down 
for continuous punching, 

* Press the E BUTTON when he's in midair, and he’ll kick. 

" Two touches on the CONTROL PAD in the appropriate direction will send 
him into a running tackle, just like Cap's, 

Hilton and Wizard can run, just like Crossbones, but they can fly too! Just 
move the CONTROL PAD upward for flight; use the joystick to control mid-air 

movement, to any direction for mid-air movement, and down again to land. 



- Wizard can shoot straight down while flying. 

* Ultron's fireballs can take a diagonal path. 

* When Wizard or Ultron are in the air you tan send out a devastating hail 
of fire moving to the left or right white pressing the B BUTTON, Direct 
the firestorm using the CONTROL PAD directions. 

* On the ground, shoot horizontally toy holding down the E BUTTON for as 
long as you want to shoot. For rapid fire, press the CONTROL PAD Up with 
the B BUTTON down, Ultron shoots a beam. Wizard flings discs. 
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This equipment generates and uses radio frequency energy and if n*rt installed and 
used properly, that is, in stria accordance with the manufacturer's Instructions, may 
cause interference to radio and television reception. It has been type tested and 
found to comply with the limits for a Class B computing device in accordance with 
the specifications in ^ubpart J of Part 15 of FCC Rules,, which are designed to provide 
reasonable protection against such interference in a residential installation,. 
However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in & particular installa¬ 
tion, If this equipment does cause interference to radio or television reception, which 
can he determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try 
to cornet the interference by one or more of the following measures: 

Reorient the receiving antenna 
Relocate the iNES with respect to the- receiver 
Move the NE5 away from the receiver 
Plug the HE5 into a different outlet so that computer and receiver are on differ¬ 
ent circuits 

If necessary, the user should consult the dealer or an experienced radio/televasion 
technician for additional suggestions. The user may find the following booklet pre¬ 
pared by the Federal Communications Commission helpful: 

How to Identify and Resolve Radio-TV Interference Problems. 

This booklet is available from the U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington p.C, 
20402, Stock No. 004-000-00345-4- 



Data East U^A warrants to the original purchaser only that the -c art ridge provided 
with this manual and the software program -coded on it will perform substantially 
in accordance with the descriptions in this manual when used with the specified 
■equipment, for a period of 90 days from the date of purchase, if the program is 
found detective within 90 days of purchase, it will be replaced, Simply return the 
Cartridge to Data l ast USA or its authorized dealer along with a dated proof of 
purchase, Replacement of the cartridge, free of charge to the original pu rchaser 
(except for the cost of returning the cartridge) is the full extent of our liability. 

THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER ORAL Oft 
WRITTEN, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING THOSE OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOP A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, IF APPLICABLE, ARE 
LIMITED IN DURATION TO SO DAYS FROM THE DATE OF PURCHASE OF THIS PRODUCT. 
P^ta East USA shall not be Sable for incidental and/or consequential damages for 
the breach of any express or implied warranty including damage to property and, 
to the extent permitted by law, damages for personal Injury, even if Data East USA 
has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Some states do not allow the 
exclusion or limitation of incidental Ur' consequential damages Or limitations Ori 
how long an implied warranty lasts, so the- above limitations or exclusions may not 
apply to you, 

This warranty shall not be applicable to the extent that any 
ranty is prohibited by any federal, state or municipal taw wh 
empted. Thi■=; warranty gives you specific legal rights and 
rights which vary from state to state. 

provision of this war 
kh cannot be pre- 

may also have other 
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